TDL DEMOS AND INFORMATION

ETSI STF 492 and Partners
Getting started with TDL?

• Cook up your own tooling?
• Demos
  • CEA - “Embedding TDL into the UML environment”
  • Elvior - “Visualising generated tests with TDL”
  • MetaCase - “Custom representations and editors for TDL”
  • UG - “TDL in education with custom tooling”
• Visit us at the TDL booth for further information!
Demo Schedule: Tuesday

- **12:30 - 14:00** Networking Lunch
  - Xavier Zeitoun, CEA - “Embedding TDL into the UML environment”
  - Philip, Makedonski, University of Göttingen - “TDL in education - custom editors, visualisations, and transformations”

- **16:00 - 16:30** Networking Coffee Break
  - Martti Käärik, Elvior - “Visualising generated tests with TDL”
  - Teemu Kanstren/Juha-Pekka Tolvanen, VTT/MetaCase - “Custom representations and editors for TDL with MetaEdit+”

- **17:30 - 19:00** Networking Drink
  - Martti Käärik, Elvior - “Visualising generated tests with TDL”
  - Philip, Makedonski, University of Göttingen - “TDL in education - custom editors, visualisations, and transformations”
Demo Schedule: Wednesday

- **10:45 - 11:15** Networking Coffee Break
  - Xavier Zeitoun, CEA - “Embedding TDL into the UML environment”
  - Martti Käärik, Elvior - “Visualising generated tests with TDL”

- **13:00 - 14:30** Networking Lunch
  - Xavier Zeitoun, CEA - “Embedding TDL into the UML environment”
  - Martti Käärik, Elvior - “Visualising generated tests with TDL”
  - Teemu Kanstren/Juha-Pekka Tolvanen, VTT/MetaCase - “Custom representations and editors for TDL with MetaEdit+”
  - Philip, Makedonski, University of Göttingen - “TDL in education - custom editors, visualisations, and transformations”

- **15:55 - 16:30** Networking Coffee Break
  - Teemu Kanstren/Juha-Pekka Tolvanen, VTT/MetaCase - “Custom representations and editors for TDL with MetaEdit+”
  - Martti Käärik, Elvior - “Visualising generated tests with TDL”
Demo Schedule: Thursday

- **10:25 - 11:00** Networking Coffee Break
  - Xavier Zeitoun, CEA - “Embedding TDL into the UML environment”
  - Teemu Kanstren/Juha-Pekka Tolvanen, VTT/MetaCase - “Custom representations and editors for TDL with MetaEdit+”

- **12:00 - 13:30** Networking Lunch
  - Xavier Zeitoun, CEA - “Embedding TDL into the UML environment”
  - Martti Käärik, Elvior - “Visualising generated tests with TDL”
  - Teemu Kanstren/Juha-Pekka Tolvanen, VTT/MetaCase - “Custom representations and editors for TDL with MetaEdit+”

- **14:50 - 15:20** Networking Coffee Break
  - Martti Käärik, Elvior - “Visualising generated tests with TDL”
  - Philip, Makedonski, University of Göttingen - “TDL in education - custom editors, visualisations, and transformations”
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